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Auditor testifies $1,200 ‘skimmed’ from account
By SUZANNE BRADLEY
Montana Kaimin Reporter

About $1,200 in unaccounted
concession stand receipts was
discovere'd last year during an
internal audit of the University of
Montana Food Service, according
to testimony at the Carson Vehrs
trial yesterday.
Vehrs, former director of the
food service, is being tried before
D is tric t Judge E. Gardner
Brownlee on a charge of felony
theft.
Yesterday was the first day of
trial testimony, and County
Attorney Robert Deschamps III
began calling witnesses for the
prosecution.
Don Erickson, UM internal
auditor, testified that he conducts
regular audits of the school
financial records, but was asked in
November 1977 by the UM
administration to audit the food

service because of allegations that
concession stand funds were
being "skimmed.”
Erickson said he found about
$800 in “discrepancies" for Fall
Quarter 1977 concession receipts,
and about $400 in discrepancies
during the previous school year.
He said he fo u n d the
discrepancies by comparing the
amount of money which should
have been made for the amount of
goods sold to what was actually
recorded as the bank deposit.
Karen Good, then secretary to
Vehrs, made the deposits after she
counted the receipts.
There is "no way to account" for
later years because financial
records are “inadequate,” he said.
He further testified that these
m issing funds came from
concession stand receipts from
three football games and the
Osmonds concert in 1977.
This information was presented

to President Richard Bowers,
Erickson said, adding that Bowers
reviewed it and sent it to Larry
Pettit, commissioner of higher
education.
• Pettit, in turn, gave the report to
the Legislative Auditor’s Office.
This, consequently, brought the
county into the investigation.
A statement from Vehrs also
went With the report to the
legislative auditor. Vehrs made the
statement before UM Legal
Counsel, George Mitchell last
November, at which time he was
suspended from the university.
Vehrs’ position has since been
eliminated through staff cuts last
spring.
David Gale, student manager of
the concession stands, testified
yesterday that in August 1977
Vehrs had a private conversation
with him, at which time Vehrs told
him of a special travel account.
Gale said he learned from Vehrs
that the fund was supplemented
with money from concession
stand receipts. Gale added, Vehrs
also said that he (Gale) should not
both to count the money after the
concession stand sales.
Vehrs explained this money
was taken because the state did
not sufficiently cover travel costs

for food service personnel, Gale
said.
Vehrs then said this was the
"only skeleton" in his closet, Gale
said.
Later during the school year,
Gale said he decided to see if there
was a difference between the
amount of concession money
made at particular events and what
was eventually deposited in the
bank.
Gale said he found 15 and 20
percent differences between the
receipts and the deposits made by
Good.
Gale said Vehrs told him not to
worry about the differences,
adding that such a range was not
unusual.
Also, Gale said he was

approached by John Piquette,
manager of the Lodge food
service, who was then under
supervision of Vehrs. Gale
continued, Piquette asked him if
he had any information to use
against Vehrs. Gale said he told
Piquette of the conversation he
had with Vehrs in August.
Gale said Piquette came to him
with this question late last
S eptem ber. U nder c ro ssexamination by Vehrs’ attorney
Timer Moses, Gale said he talked
with Piquette after he (Piquette)
was reprimanded by Vehrs earlier
in September for not doing a good
job.
Cross-examination of Erickson
by Moses continues today, with
additional witnesses being called
to testify by Deschamps.
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Building fees expenditures
questioned by teacher
By TOM HARVEY
Montana Kaimin Reporter

Members of the University of
Montana Building Fees Committee
expressed disgust and indignation
yesterday when they learned
where some of the building fees
have been spent and how some are
not accounted for.
Two committee members ended
up calling some uses of building
fees a "slush fund."
Most of the indignation came
from committee member Martin
Richards, assistant professor of
business, who pressed Patricia
Douglas, vice president for fiscal
affairs, for a strict accounting of
building fee funds given to the
THREE UNIVERSITY students relax during the Indian summer experi Physical Plant.
enced yesterday. Skies were clear and temperatures ranged near the 60Richards asked Douglas for
degree mark. (Staff photo by Arnold Halverson.)
ledger sheets listing the Physical

Plant’s expenditures of $30,000,
which the building committee
allocated last year.
Douglas said that because of the
confusion caused by the change to
a new accounting system, the
ledger sheets could not be com
piled until November.
“ I’m not sure we can ever make
sure every dollar and cent has
gone to the appropriate project,”
Douglas said.
Richards asked Douglas for the
balance figure of the UM building
fee fund.
"No one; your dean can’t tell you

Fisher wins decision
on sex discrimination
By SUZANNE BRADLEY

Programming won’t jeopardize
reserve funds to sponsor concerts
By VICTOR RODRIGUEZ
Montana Kaimin Raporlar

ASUM Programming will not spend what is left of a
pop concerts reserve fund to promote any more
concerts this year, ASUM Programming Director
Clint Mitchell said yesterday.
Mitchell, commenting on the financial status of
pop concerts in Programming in the aftermath of last
week's $11,500 loss to Gabe Kaplan and Arlo
Guthrie, said further scheduling of concerts will be
done through other promoters.
Programming canceled the two homecoming
weekend shows last week after Mitchell decided that
poor ticket sales indicated that the financial loss
would be greater if the performances were held.
As the promoter, Programming had to pay Kaplan
and Guthrie 50 percent of their guaranteed fees,
which amounted to $8,500 for the two. Also lost was
$3,000 in advertising and ticket printing costs.
"We won't promote any more ballroom shows until
we get the reserve fund up," Mitchell said, adding
that Programming will "just go with shows where we
get our usual 10 percent cut from the promoter."
The $15,000 reserve fund, established by ASUM
Central Board as a cushion for the pop concert

how much is in his department’s
account,” she replied.
Richards also questioned the
spending by the administration of
$11,443 from $200,000 allotted to
the administration for a new
science building.
"When we approved the $200,000, we approved it as an ante to go
to the Legislature with,” Richards
said.
He contended that the money
was not supposed to be spent on
planning or incidental expenses
for the building.
• Cont. on p. 8.

Montana Kaimin Raportar

Judy Fisher, a secretary at the
University of Montana, has won a
sex discrimination decision in a
complaint in which she charged
coordinator to use for scheduling expenses, has unfair hiring practices.
The decision, announced on
dropped to around $4,381.70, according to Mitchell.
“Right now we have to get the reserve fund up to Monday, was reached by a six$10,000," Mitchell said, to make sure Programming member discrimination grievance
can handle any possible losses in future concerts. committee composed of staff,
Mitchell said the reserve fund limits pop concerts faculty and students. Janna
spending to $15,000, adding that after that amount is Rankin, assistant professor of
spent, no other money exists to fund speculation on forestry, was chairwoman of the
concert ventures.
committee.
Fisher currently is employed as a
According to ASUM Business Manager Dave
Bjornson, CB cut pop concerts from an allocation of secretary for Ray Chapman, direc
$2,000 for 1977-78 to an allocation of zero during last tor of the University Center.
Fisher had applied for a position
spring's budgeting sessions.
as assistant food service manager
Because of that, Bjornson said, pop concert
I, along with two other persons. In
planning has to rely on the amount left in the reserve August, the candidates were inter
fund.
viewed primarily by John Piquette,
However, in the event that pop concerts were to manager of the Lodge food ser
lose all of its reserve, Mitchell said the option exists vice.
to dip into the budgets of Programming’s other
As a result of the interviews,
facets, which are administration, coffeehouse con Harry Aubert, a food service baker,
certs, films, lectures and performing arts.
was hired for the position.
The committee found, however,
Mitchell, who would have to get the authorization
from ASUM Accountant Sharon Fleming to use that Piquette had based his deci
those budgets, said he would take equal amounts sion primarily on a sexually biased
from each so as not to harm any particular one.
question concerning how she

would handle a drunk in the Lodge
dining room.
The question asked was not one
of the formal, written questions,
and “appears, at best, to be am
biguous in that it was not asked the
same way to each candidate,”
according to the written com
mittee decision.
Fisher answered by saying she
would call the UM Security Office.
The committee, in its decision,
stated that the question was not
fair because Piquette wanted the
candidates to say they would
intervene physically, which, the
committee reported favors the
“traditionally more physically in
timidating (large, male) can
didate."
In addition, the committee
report states that Fisher was more
qualified than Aubert, yet Piquette
wrote in his explanation for not
hiring Fisher that she lacks per
sonnel supervision and food
production experience.
The committee cites Fisher’s
resume which states that she
supervised, trained and hired 230
student w orkers, student
• Cont. on p. 8.
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Mitchell, Kaplan and lost money
If you consider television sitcoms an
insult to your intelligence, consider
ASUM Programming’s engagement of
actor Gabe Kaplan for last weekend's
Homecoming concert in the field
house. The smart-mouth New York
comedian was booked last summer for
$12,500 to spritz the Montana locals for
an hour of ripped-off Groucho Marx
ism. For the cost of a little electricity
and a lot of brain cells one can get a
half-hour a week of the cat with cohort
John Travolta thrown in the deal. But
Programming fell for this Brooklyn
street smarts-hooker and, without
benefit of a go-between booking agent
to buffer a bomb performance, signed
a contract for Saturday’s performance.
At the tune of five bucks a head, it’s
no wonder advance ticket sales were
looking rocky on that September day
when Programming director Clint
Mitchell looked up from his TV set and
got an idea: people who don’t watch
the tube listen to music. Book a
musician. Someone who will appeal to
the class of ’68 without offending the
class of '28. The answer was obvious:
Arlo Guthrie, son of Woody (“some of
you folks might remember his dad,
immortalized in the movie starring
. . ."), singer of ballads, protester of
war.
The Guthrie sign-up was a real coup
for Mitchell, but as the weeks wore on it

became apparent that the show was
doomed; as of Monday, Oct. 9, only 400
advance tickets had been sold. Within
days Mitchell had panicked and
canceled both acts for an estimated
loss in student money of more than
$ 11,000 .
It's obvious that had the show gone
on in the fieldhouse the cost to
students would have been even
greater. But what Mitchell failed to
realize at this juncture — or any other
for that matter — was that the albatross
of the duo was Kaplan. The entertain
ment spectrum finds the two per
formers far enough apart to rule out a
common audience. Kaplan should
have been the first to go and Guthrie
should have been scheduled for a
double performance at the University
Center Ballroom.
A quick look at Ballroom costs for
the recent Maynard Ferguson concert
— another money-losing venture for
the Glendive Gambler— indicates that
a Guthrie concert might have done
something to compensate for the
costly release of the Kaplan contract.
Advance ticket sales for a show
directed at alumni mean little — much
of the audience could not be expected
to reach town until the night before the
show.
Mitchell’s aversion to booking
agents indicates that he is a gambling

man. His booking of Kaplan verifies
that he is not a very perceptive one and
his failure to salvage a Guthrie concert
in the Ballroom proves he is gun shy
under pressure.
In a press conference Thursday,
Mitchell admitted the cancelation
costs. He did not admit, however, that
the Kaplan contract was a stupid
venture. Nor did he admit that
Programming’s bargaining position for

future acts may be seriously jeopar
dized for lack of cushion money. He did
admit, though, that this musical mis
carriage was the fault of a
"lackadaisical" attitude on the part of
the public, the alumni and the students.
A sign should be placed on Clint
Mitchell’s desk: “The Buck Stops Here.
The Loss of One — Never!”

No more fiascos

money, do it while giving the students here
a good time. I think Gabe Kaplan and
Donny and Marie belong to a different
world than the one we’re enjoying in
Missoula.
Michael L. Pedersen
Senior, English/pre-law

appoint 4 SFJ members to fill the 4 vacant
off-campus slots and thereby preserve the
stimulating equilibrium on CB. Or, he can
use representative democracy only as far as
it gets him elected, then' abandon its
principles and presuppose that he. himself
is more qualified to make decisions for the
students than the students are themselves,
and choose whomever he pleases. If he
takes this path he is behaving as a dictator,
not the president of a democracy. Lastly, he
could call for new elections.
I admit that at times student government
appears to be a small, petty, theater show.
But, the principles that we all choose to live
under are important and should be upheld
no matter how small and petty things seem.
For this reason I ask all to watch Garth very
carefully tonight.
Bill McDorman
senior, philosophy

for 1,240,000,000,000,000,000,000,000
years!
Bryan, if you must condemn science,
condemn it for its super rational language.
Condemn the language’s oft-time inability
to educate or inform. Don’t condemn
science for an idea it neither extols nor
ascribes to.
Perhaps Bryan, you should know that the
Latin word scientia, upon which the
English word science is based on, means
knowledge. Knowledge of the physical
universe is the highest ideal of the scientist.
This ideal shares the common trait of all
ideals; it has been dragged through the
slime and the mud. The same has
happened to justice (as you can personally
attest to) and every other ideal conceived
by men and women.
Perhaps Bryan, science is too rational.
Perhaps philosophy is too irrational.
Perhaps each one of us humans can obtain
a small drop of that wisdom which is a
synthesis of the two. Perhaps even Bryan,
one objective physicist can feel irrational
feelings of awe for the universe and one
subjective philosopher can rationally
un d e rsta n d the second law of
thermodynamics.

I hope the Kaplan-Guthrie experience
will be somewhat enlightening to ASUM
Programming and will protect us from
future fiascos of the same type.
When I first heard of the comediansinger combination I was dazed and
confused. The concept itself bordered on
the absurd. I like Arlo Guthrie but detest
Gabe Kotter's television performances. I
would not pay six dollars to see an
unknown quantity and it seems that most
people agree with me.
Even those people who would wish to see
Kaplan would not support such a versatile
combination, the two performers are
worlds apart as I see it. Although I don’t
speak for the Kaplan enthusiasts, their lack
of support seems clear.
Arlo Guthrie hopefully represents the
political enlightenment that some of the
people at this university wish to keep alive.
In addition he is a tremendous performer
and was well-received here several years
ago. i enjoyed his performance then and
would have been willing to pay three or four
dollars to see him in the ballroom. I’m
thoroughly convinced that a concert of that
type would have made money, or at least
broke even. As it is there is no
entertainment, just expenditure.
My point is that this university can
support tremendous concerts as evidenced
by past experience. However, acts must
conform to student interests. I suggest that
ASUM Programming place a questionnaire
in this publication or distribute one at
registration to determine what concerts
would be lucrative.
My bet is that a repeat performance by
Willie Nelson, Elvin Bishop Group, or Jerry
Jeff Walker would do well. Comedians
don’t seem to pay off here. Steve Martin, the
only one I'd pay to see, was only marginally
successful despite an enorm ous
advertising blitz.
It seems that Programming should serve
the students first. Absolutely no concerts
with risk involved should be scheduled to
serve the community. If you're going to lose

Watch Garth tonight
Editor: In the spring of 1977 the Students
For Justice was formed to stop the then
impending budget cuts of University of
Montana. Because some students saw that
the cuts were part of a larger movement to
cut money to liberal arts institutions from
Hawaii to France, SFJ employed every
means possible including marches of
protest, a move even our nation's family
farmers have had to imitate, in order to save
the quality of education at UM.
Because of their progressive attitude and
hard work, SFJ members were elected to
represent off-campus students in the
spring student body elections. This they did
almost unanimously by taking 11 of the 12
off-campus seats. Central Board was left
hanging in the midst of an interesting
balance as a result. Eleven of the voting
members ended up coming from the
progressive off-campus representatives
Students for Justice. The other 11 voting
members came from the dorms, fraternities
and married student housing, along with
the vice-president and business manager.
This fall that balance has been upset with
the resignation of 4 SFJ members and 1
other member, all who have decided not to
come back to school. At this Wednesday's
CB meeting ASUM President Garth Jacob
son will appoint new applicants to fill the
empty seats. He will choose from 13
students recommended to him by an adhoc committee that interviewed more than
30 applicants.
It seems to me that Garth has three
choices in making these appointments.
Either he can uphold the basic principle of
representative democracy and look to last
spring s election to see how the off-campus
students want to be represented and

Bare-assed lie
Editor: Bryan, are you bluffing? In the
public forum that was published in the
Friday, Oct. 13 Montana Kaimin, you
stated, “According to physics, things do
not break down and do not wear out.” This,
to quote a phrase, is a bare-assed lie.
Every student of physics learns an idea
called the second law of thermodynamics.
Central to this idea is the concept of
entropy. Entropy is the quantity of ‘‘left
over’’ energy present after every
occurrence of work, artificial or otherwise.
Whenever work is done, it is done so that
the energy is irreversibly changed into an
unavailable form. You can’t unburn the
gasoline you use to power your vehicle. Or,
if you have never been in one of those
ab o m in a b le in te rn a l-c o m b u s tin g
contraptions, you will never be able to
undigest the food you eat.
Every time you run your car or do
whatever you do to get around, energy is
lost in any useful form. On a cosmic scale
the entire universe is running down and
wearing out. Every second our sun alone
releases 3.9 x 1033 ergs of energy. That is
equivalent to burning a 100 watt light bulb

Paul Driscoll

Jeff Fields
junior, astronomy/physics

W N T f tN f t
pauldriscoll . . . .
robin bulman . .
kathy r y a n ..........
b o b v e rd o n ........
s usanw en ger.
danblaha
I * tile womack
frank boyatt .
jim t r a c y ............
natalie hoover
deb mckinney
gary wiens
judy casanova
Stephana lindsay
jill eich hor n
alan Johnson
clair Johnson

editor
m anaging editor
- .. business m anager
............ senior editor
senior editor
news editor
news editor
associate editor
associate editor
fine arts editor
m ontane review editor
sports editor
c opyeditor
c opyeditor
copy editor
copyeditor
copy editor
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Symbiotic parasites
It is time for change at this university.
It, and us, we in its belly, have been
stagnant too long. Whether it is the fish,
the feed, the parasites, the water in the
bowl or any or all combinations that
cause this condition is unknown. But the
perpetuators are the parasites. US —
Faculty, staff, students. There are those,
especially within the faculty, who might
prefer, indeed insist upon, referring to
US as symbiotic parasites. But parasites
still. Dependent upon, and sucking off
(of) the fish. And we have allowed our
fish to be eaten by a larger, more power
ful fish, which in turn has been hooked
by a person, or persons, unknown from
outside the bowl. Now we have no
control over what is fed to us, to where
our barely alive vessel shall swim, what it
might delve into, nor the conditions of
the bowl itself. It is time for change.
There is a limited, yet precious,
number of aspects necessary for the
growth and diversity of a university. One
of these is students, people willing, and
presumably, able to learn. Another is
professors, people willing to share their
knowledge and experience with others.
The third, and last, is, of course,
something valuable and worthwhile for
students to learn, teachers to share.
There certainly seems to be no lack of
ideas. For thousands and thousands of
years people have been pondering the
same questions that so bother and
stimulate students of philosophy,
theology, psychology, poetry and the
humanities in general. For many, many
years now, diodes and computer tape
have been storing the theories and, their
applications, of physics, mathematics,
chemistry and the ‘less pure' sciences.
And there certainly is no shortage of
students, nor professors. Our equation

should then be intact and balanced.
Ideas + Students + Professors =
= University
= Education
- Better World
There is an unknown in thisequation,
and it has proven itself, through history,
to be a constant. Though it is unknown
and untouchable, people have tried to
pin it down, with varying degrees of
semantic success: care, responsibility,
cooperation, motivation, perspective,
concern for one’s actions and their
consequences, control of one's own life
and destiny. It appears we have none of
these, as a collective or as individuals:
some we gave away, others were
squandered, many were stolen. Our
equation does not balance anymore.
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A basic assumption underlies the
existence and justification of learning
institutions: that they directly contribute
to the improvement of individuals,
communities, societies and the world.
This contribution implies change, diver
sity and experimentation, within the
university and extending beyond. By this
criteria, the assumption, and the univer
sity itself, is no longer valid. Today's
universities contribute only to the
perpetuation of the status quo.
We, as students, neighbors, citizens,
members of a species and habitants of
one world, can no longer tolerate the
manipulation, of people who once found
joy and meaning in the natural world into
statisticians, surveyors, would-be tax
idermists and bureaucrats. People come

Obtuse example
Editor: Sanity isn't really a prerequisite for
staying at dear old University of Montana.
(If it were, how many of us would be here?)
Neither is logic, or clarity of thinking, or
ability to evaluate data placed before one.
Nuttiness isn't new to this campus.
Every now and then, however, a
particularly obtuse example of apparently
irremediable intellectual distortion crops
up. Witness Bryan Black’s outburst on the
editorial page of Friday's Montana Kaimin.
To the extent that Black's comments
admit of logical analysis—an exercise
comparable in difficulty with making sense
out of the current legislative budgeting
policies—I can discern only confused,
moronic drivel.
To even outline the errors in Black's
statements would require more space than
the Kaimin might sensibly devote to a
single issue. (If Black wishes, I shall be glad
to refute his contentions, mano a mano, at
our mutual convenience.) I merely note
that philosophy majors here are required to
pass a course in logic as a condition of their
graduation. Isn't it about time we expected
the same capabilities of their instructors?

here hugging trees and looking for
bears, then leave in four years counting
board feet and looking under rocks for a
job. We come in loving butterflies and
wind up pinning them dead under glass.
Professors, are you willing to judge
what you teach, or have it judged, if you
will not? Are you able to help students
gain the wisdom necessary to examine
and apply the knowledge you give so
freely so that it may contribute to the well
being of people and planet?
Students, are we willing to question
the obvious? Are we able to see how
crucial this point in history really is, and
act accordingly to ensure the healthy
development of human beings and the
stability of the natural world? Will we
give freely of ourselves to do so?
I think that both students and
professors are ready and more than
willing to take an active role in the course
of their personal, academic and social
lives. We need to have control of the
university within the university to allow
us to assume that active role. We must
control the ideology, the structure, and,
of course, the funds of this university if
we wish it, and thereby us, to contribute
in a helpful manner to a healthy and
happy community, nation and world.
If we remain stagnant and impotent,
students will find they are accepted,
processed, packaged and delivered to
the enticing and often suffocating em
brace of a good job in a bad world. And
professors, ah, those poor profs with any
conscience or decency, will someday
soon find that they, to paraphrase Harlen
Ellison, have no mouth and must
scream.
Jim Weinberg
junior, general studies

V_____________________

Leroy F. Berven
former UM student
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The University Center Foodservice cordially
invites students, faculty, staff and friends of the
University to attend our

S

unday

B

runch

Gold O ak Room
10:00 a.m.-l: 00 p.m.
Featuring Each Sunday
Bacon Strips
Link Sausage
French Toast
Hand Carved Baron of Beef
Scrambled eggs
Hash Brown Potatoes
Fresh Fruit
Cinnamon Rolls
Chef’s Entree of the Day
UM Students (with ID) ...............$2.75
N o n -S tu d en ts.................................. 3.50
Children under 10 ......................... 1.95

ASUM Programming, Headwaters Alliance,
and
Westinghouse Campus America
presents

A DEBATE ON
NUCLEAR POWER
Jean Warren Curry
“Friends of the Earth”

Charles Komanoff,
Ann Pauley & Larry Conway,
Nuclear Engineer Westinghouse Nuclear Engineers

Oct. 19th— 8:00 p.m .—-FREE
M U S IC RECITAL HALL— M U S IC B U IL D IN G
U N IV E R S ITY OF M O N T A N A C A M PU S
Sponsored by ASUM Programming

\

now accepting
applications
for two full-time legis
lative reporters for
Winter Quarter. Re
porters will cover the
1979 Legislature first
hand from Jan. 1 until
the session ends. The
job pays $230 a month
and omnibus credits
are available.
Resumes should be ac
companied by an
analysis (five page
maximum) of how the
Legislature could best
be covered by two
reporters. Applications
should be sent to Paul
Driscoll, Kaimin editor,
Journalism 206, Uni
versity of Montana.
Deadline is Friday,
Nov. 17.
For more information contact the Kaimin at
243-6541.
The M ontana Kaimin is an equal opportunity em ployer.

Clinic offers walk-in service for women
By KAREN WILSON
Kaimin Contributing Reporter

Women who don't want to wait
weeks for an appointment for a
gynecological problem or an an
nual examination now have an
alternative. Blue Mountain
Women’s Clinic is offering a "walkin" clinic for women starting Oct.
25. The clinic will be open from 1
p.m. to 5 p.m. each Wednesday for
annual exams and gynecological
services.
The glinic is a non-profit
organization that opened in
February, 1977. The clinic services
include first-trimester abortions,
birth control, educational classes
and routine gynecological care.
The services to be offered at the
clinic include “pap" tests for
cancer screening, breast exams,
infection and venereal disease
checks, pregnancy testing and
contraceptive supplies and
counseling. Additionally, routine
annual exam tests include blood
pressure checks, urinalysis and
blood count.

According to Martha Towle,
health-care specialist at the clinic,
the drop-in service has been
implemented “to provide a place
where women's health-care needs
can be met without the usual
delay." In addition to the new dropin service, the clinic will have a
walk-in pregnancy testing clinic
on Tuesdays and Thursdays from
9 a.m. to 1 p.m., beginning Oct. 26.
The women at the clinic believe
that "women should be active
decision-makers in their health
care and not passive participants
who assume medical personnel
are all-knowing," Towle said. The
employees are anxious to make
their skills and information
available to the community, she
stressed. This is being ac
complished through educational
classes offered at the clinic.
Classes, which will be starting in
January, include prenatal care,
nutrition, self-help health, fertility
awareness, women’s anatomy and
physiology, post-abortion feelings
and birth control awareness.
Blue Mountain Women's Clinic

was started by women “to provide
an alternative health care delivery
system," Towle explained. Rather
than a traditional structure, the
clinic operates as a collective —
which means that there is no
formal “hierarchy," but rather, all.
the employees have equal
decision-making power, Towle
said. There are weekly staff
meetings
where
important
decisions are made, and com
mittees handle routine matters.
The staff consists of two full
time women employees, who per
form the administrative duties, two
part-time telephone counselors
and 10 p a rt-tim e women
employees, who counsel at the
abortion clinics and help teach
classes. The medical staff consists
of a registered nurse, part-time
nurse practitioners and part-time
physicians.
Anyone wishing additional in
formation or appointments, may
phone 542-0029 or visit Room 106
in the Medical-Dental Building,
218 E. Front St., Missoula.

Danforth Fellowship deadline is Nov. 1

c 'N evsf'

Z e a la n d

W IN TE R NEW ZEALA N D T O U R — EA RN 6 CREDITS!
Want fo earn UM credit winter quarter and
Me part nf the world at the same time? Sign up*
lot the January Alumni Collage Excureion to
New Zealand! The trip la open to UM students,
alumni, and other interacted persons.

Dr. Harold Bockemuehl, chairman of tha
Department of Geography, will conduct a trip
to New Zealand departing Missoula January 3
and returning January 30. 1979. A total of six
credits may be completed through meeting
educational requirements for the trip and there
will etill bo time to lake a full load of classes
during the remeinder of Winter Quarter!

The New Zealand tour will include visits to
both urban and natural settings. Enjoy a native
Maori concert and a visit to beautiful Mr. Eden.
Tour a Yugoslav culture center and winery at
Henderson, a demonstration of sheep shearing
at the Agradome and wander through one of the
largest planted forests in the world at Ml.
Tarawera.
Cost is astimated at $2600 and covers
registration for six in-state credits, air fare,
housing, food, land transportation and
admission prices. A non-refundable deposit of
$600 will reserve your space on the tour, and is
due at the Alumni Center by November 1,1978.
The remainder is due by December 15, 1978.

For further information
call the Alumni Center at 243-5212

COMBO*
WEDNESDAY 5-10
1. Chili Relleno, Smothered Burrito
and Tostada.........................regularly 3.60
2. Burrito, Enchilada and
Beef Taco ........................... regularly 3.65
3. Beef Enchilada and Chili Relleno
regularly 3.75
4. Smothered Beef Burrito, Beef Taco
and Tostada ........................ regularly 3.60

TODAY ONLY $2.50
M fU j

W ED N ESD A Y SPEC IA L
504 H IG H B A LLS
504 W ESTERN BEER

THE STAR GARAGE

Amateur radio
A ten-week course in amateur
radio use is being offered by the
Hellgate Amateur Radio Club.
Classes are held each Wednesday
at 7:17 p.m. in room A-11 of the
M issoula Vo-Tech Center.
In s tru c tio n Includes basic
electronics, operating procedures
and morse code practice which
will prepare all participants to pass
the novice class license. For more
information call Skip Stem at 5496885 or Tom McGinley at 5499203.

Danforth graduate fellowships
are one-year awards, but are
normally renewable until comple
tion of an advanced degree. They
may be renewed for as many as
four years of study. Fellowship
stipends, based on individual
need, will not exceed $2,500 for
single students or married
students with no children. Married
fellowship recipients with one
child will receive up to $3,500, and
the maximum stipend is increased
$400 for each additional child. The
fellowships also cover tuition and
fees up to $4,000 annually.
Undergraduate applicants for
the awards must be seriously
interested in teaching in colleges
and universities, and plan to study
for a doctoral degree in a field of
study common to an un
d e rg ra d u a te lib e r a l a rts
curriculum in the United States.
Graduate student applicants
must be studying in a program
leading to a doctoral degree, and
must hold a master's degree or an
equivalent number of credits. All
postdoctoral candidates are in
eligible.
Shepard said he is allowed to
nominate four undergraduate can
didates and two graduate students
for the awards. He said that
although he has never had a
successful candidate, there have

not been many applications in the
past. “It's a fantastic award,”
Shepard said, and claimed that a
Montana student has a good
chance of winning.
The Danforth Foundation said it
is making a special effort to bring
qualified people from racial and
ethnic minorities into the teaching
profession. About 25 percent of
the awards available this year will
go to minority students “as far as
it’s legal," Shepard said.
The Danforth Foundation, es
tablished in 1927, is an educational
philanthropic organization that
has traditionally attempted to
Improve the quality of teaching
and learning.

Meetings to discuss
pollution next week

Missoula has only 2'h months to
adopt a plan to meet air quality
standards. The EPA has cited
Missoula’s air as being in violation
of federal standards for both
carbon monoxide' and par
ticulates. EPA says these
violations stem primarily from
automobile exhaust and dust from
unpaved roads.
Two workshops will be held from
7-10 p.m. on October 25-26 in the
Missoula County Library and will
focus on government actions to
bring Missoula’s air quality into
compliance with federal anti
pollution laws.
A panel discussion on the Mis
HELENA (AP) — The election of
“He was just wonderful with the soula County Health Department’s
Cardinal Karol Wojtyla of Poland people,” Gluszek recalled. “He state implementation plan will be
in Rome Monday was cause for offered Mass for us and for the held to address such issues as
special joy in the little mountain people of my parish. He preached local growth, air monitoring
town of Big Timber, Mont.
a little sermon in English."
procedures and traffic modifica
Word of Wojtyla’s election as
Gluszek recalled that the car tion plans. Panelists will Include
pope reached Big Timber only dinal spent one night in Great Falls Larry Weeks of Hoerner Waldorf
hours behind his latest letter to his and visited some small towns near Corp. of Montana, Warren Wilcox
longtime Polish pen pal, Mon by.
from John R. Daily, Inc., Bill
signor Joseph Gluszek, pastor of
The cardinal's letters to Gluszek Tomlinson from UM Environmen
St. Joseph's Parish in Big Timber. were always about personal tal Studies and representatives
Gluszek has corresponded with matters, never about politics, the from EPA.
the new pope since Wojtyla was monsignor said. He added that
The second workshop will focus
named archbishop of Poland, their letters always got through.
on federal air quality regulations
Gluszek said. The men have visited
Gluszek indicated that he had mandated by the 1977 Clean Air
in person four times, first in been astonished to find out that Act Amendments and how they
Canada in 1969 and twice more the new pope loves to ski. “When affect the Missoula community.
when Gluszek made trips to he came to Geyser he saw the
For more information, contact
Poland in 1970 and 1974.
Highwood Mountains and the Belt Joan Miles or Karen Zackheim at
“Then, of course, when he came Mountains, two ranges near Great 549-2179.
to America in 1976 for that Eu Falls, and his first reaction was, 'I
c h a ris t
C o n v e n tio n
in would like to go there and ski."’
Meyer’s Law: In all emotional
Philadelphia, he decided to come
Gluszek's delight for the new
to Montana," Gluszek said. pope — and for Poland — was conflicts, the thing you find
Gluszek's parish then was at tempered by concern.
hardest to do is the thing you
Geyser, a tiny community east of
“I only hope everything will work should do.
Great Falls.
—John D. MacDonald
out okay." Gluszek said.

N e w ly e le c te d p o n tiff v isite d
p en p al in M o n ta n a in 1 9 7 6

At the Holding Company
'Pick your favorite combination
from 4 of our most popular items.

SB

University of Montana seniors
and doctoral candidates interested
in applying for a Danforth
Graduate Fellowship must contact
William C. Shepard, associate
professor of religious studies and
UM post-baccalaureate liaison
officer, by Nov. 1.
The fellowships will be awarded
by the Danforth Foundation of St.
Louis, Mo., in April.
About 60 to 65 fellowships will
be awarded to college seniors
nominated
by baccalaureate
liaison officers. Another 40 to 45
awards will be granted to doctoral
candidates nominated by post
baccalaureate liaison officers..
Shepard serves as both officers at
UM.

Idaho unleashes surprise aerial arsenal
By MARK GROVE

to win their first game of the
season.
Idaho opened the game in a
Contrary to popular belief, the manner that should have surprised
University of Montana Grizzlies no one. They fumbled. The Van
and the University of Idaho Van dals have had problems all season
dals do have offenses.
hanging onto the football and
It was the Vandals, launching an Montana’s fumble recovery on the
aerial assault led by quarterback Idaho 22 yard line seemed to be
Jay Goqdenbour (who completed just another play from the Vandal
16 of 21 passes for 267 yards) and play book.
wide receiver Jett Taylor (catching
Two plays later Grizzly quarter
seven of those passes and ac
cumulating 149 yards), who came back Tim Kerr passed to Jim Hard
out on top of the 34-30 seesaw on the one and Monty Bullerdick
made it 7-0 with 14:09 left in the
game, despite Montana's best
first quarter.
offensive effort of the season.
After the two teams exchanged
However, Montana’s 86 yards in
penalties and a Grizzly defensive the ball, the Vandals unleashed the
backfield whose existence was Goodenbour-Taylor combination
only a rumor, plus the passing of with Taylor going 57 yards, un
Idaho’s Goodenbour and the touched down the left sidelines,
rushing of Idaho freshman Terry for the touchdown.
Idler, who gained 116 yards, gave
Just when it looked as if the
the Vandals the edge they needed Vandals had the momentum going
Kaimln Contributing Reporter

their way the Grizzlies drove down from the one following a 20 yard
the field for a 28-yard field goal by pass reception by Kelly. Egbert's
Raul Allegre, who accounted for 12 touchdown tied the score at 20 to
of Montana's points. His first field 20 as the two teams went to their
locker rooms at half time.
goal made the score 13-10.
The two teams settled back into
The momentum, however,
switched hands as often as the ball their traditional patterns in the
did. Goodenbour passed his team third quarter, neither team scoring.
Early in the fourth quarter, Idaho
80 yards down the field in 10 plays,
capped by Allen's touchdown got back on track as Idler caught a
12-yard pass making the score 27reception of a six yard pass.
Now it was time for Montana to 20.
unveil their most secret offensive
Had the Vandals finally put
play, the old interception-fumble Montana away for good? Not
tactic. Facing a first and 25 from quite. For now, Boyes took over at
the 40, Kerr threw a perfect pass to quarterback and marched the tips
Idaho’s Brian Rekofkewho conse 62 yards down the field in 6 plays,
quently fumbled the ball back to highlighted by a 42-yard connec
Montana giving them a first and 10. tion to Allen Green which set up a
The play allowed Allegre to kick a two-yard touchdown run by
25-yard field goal and narrowed Egbert.
the Vandal advantage to 20-13.
It was a whole new ballgame,
On their next drive, the Grizzlies again!
scored again as Doug Egbert
But the Vandals were off and
carried the ball into the end zone running, er, passing once more
with Jack Klein making a spec

Harriers improving despite
losses, Cheesman says
By LYNN PENICK
Kaimln Contributing Reporter

Both of the Grizzly cross country
teams placed second in weekend
competition.
The male harriers, in a dual meet
at home, finished with 36 points,
behind n a tio n a lly ranked
Washington State University.
Competing in the Idaho State
Invitational at Pocatello, the
women’s team tallied a score of 49
to take second honors behind the
United States Air Force Academy.
Other teams competing at
Pocatello were Idaho State Univer
sity, Weber State, University of

Utah, and Utah State..
UM’s top runner, Dave Gordon,
finished fourth, with a time of
20:02, over a four-mile course,
behind WSU’s Josh Kimeto, Joel
Cheruiyot, and Samson Kimomwa.
Other Grizzly runners to finish in
the top ten were Bob Boland, sixth;
Scott Browning, seventh; Mark
Stensland, ninth, and Kevin
Nichols, tenth.
"Of the seven men who ran in
this meet last year,” stated UM
Cbach Will Cheesman, “six of
them improved their times.”
Cheesman added that there was
only a 27-second time split
between the number one and the

number five man.
“If we can keep this up," he
predicted, “we have an extremely
good chance of winning the Big
Sky championship.”
Led by Bridget Baker and Netta
Kohler, the women's team, for the
second year in a row, placed
second in the Idaho State In
vitational. Baker finished the
three-mile course third with a time
of 21:36.
She was closely followed by
Kohler, who completed the race in
21:42. First and second spots were
captured by Air Force runners
Annetta Weber and Amy McCarthey.
STARTS TO D A Y I

tacular grab for a 35-yard gain and
giving Idaho the ball at the 15 yard
line. Following a pass interference
call that brought the ball to the
one, Goodenbour sneaked the ball
into the end zone and broke the tie
34-27.
By now it should be a foregone
conclusion that the Grizzlies
scored on their next possession.
So as not to destroy the progress
of the game, Allegre drilled a field
goal 46 yards with 6:22 remaining.
That proved to be the end of the
scoring marathon as Idaho
sustained a time-consuming drive
that permitted Montana only one
more chance.- Even the newlyfound Grizzly offense wasn't up to
the task of an 80 yard drive in 30
seconds, thus ending their win
ning streak at two games.
It appears that as the Cinderella
team of the Big Sky Conference,
the Grizzlies wear corrective
slippers.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY!

“U p ro a rio u s_
lu sty entertainment.**
■ Bob Thomas ASSOCIATED PRESS
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GO WEST!

O P E N 7:30 P.M .
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Columbia Pictures And Robert Stigwood Present a Film By Ken Russell
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Ann-Margret Oliver Reed Roger Daltrey Elton John
As Tommy

As The Pinball Wiurd

Eric Clapton John Entwistle Keith Moon Paul Nicholas
Jack Nicholson Robert Powell Pete Townshend
Tina Turner a.*The Who
A dvance Tickets from
10:30 p .m F rl.-S at. A dm . $2.50
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Montana Pro-Choice Coalition
to hold statewide meet In Helena
The Montana Pro-Choice Coali
tion, a group organized to support
the continued legal right of women
to obtain abortions if they choose
to do so, will be holding a
statewide meeting in Helena Oct.
28.
The meeting will offer speakers
on the medical and legal aspects of
abortion, teen-age pregnancy and

Lectures
"Sexism and Racism in America
Today,” Margaret Sloan, founding
editor of Ms. Magazine, 8 p.m., UC
Ballroom.
Meetings
Fleet management meeting, 8
a m., UC Montana Rooms.
Marine interviews, 8 a.m., UC
Montana Rooms.
Grizzly Den luncheon, noon, UC
Montana Rooms.
Trap and skeet shoot, 5 p.m.,
Missoula Trap and Skeet Club.
Central Board, 7 p.m., UC Mon
tana Rooms.
Workshops and Seminars
"Hypothermia: Killer of the Un
prepared,” ? p.m., Women’sCenter
215.
Climbing class, sponsored by
Campus Rec., Oct. 21 and 22. Pre
class meeting today, 4 p.m.,
Women's Center 109.

/T

grassroots organization. After
noon workshops will concentrate
on learning how to lobby
legislators effectively and how to
work with the media for optimum
coverage.
Betty Benjamin, a board
member of the National Abortion
Rights Action League and presi
dent of the Minnesota Abortion
Rights Council, will speak on
national abortion-rights issues
and grassroots organization at the
evening session.
The sessions will begin at 9 a.m.
in St. Paul's Methodist Church on
the corner of Lawrence Street and
Logan Avenue in Helena. There
will be a $3 registration fee for the
daytime sessions, payable at the
door.
Women who will require child
care or will need a place to stay are
asked to call the coalition in
Missoula at 728-3041.

ASUM meals
The Associated Students of the
University of Montana announces
participation in the Child Care
Food Program, a child nutrition
program funded by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
Nutritious lunches and snacks
are served to all children at both
ASUM Centers. Meals will be
provided without regard to race,
color or national origin.
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CB appointments planned for meeting
ASUM President Garth Jacob
son said yesterday he hopes to
recommend five students for Cen
tral Board vacancies at the board
meeting tonight.
Jacobson said yesterday that
the ASUM secretaries were having
trouble setting up interview times
for him with all the finalists so he
might not be able to make his
recommendations tonight if inter
views are not finished.
The board will vote to approve or
disapprove of each of the five
nominations separately.
Five board seats were made
vacant at the beginning of the year
because of resignations. Since
then a screening committee of
board members, Toni McOmber,
John Doggett, Bill McDorman,
Cary Holmquist and ASUM Vice
President Jeff Gray, has inter
viewed 37 applicants for the
positions.

TAKE A BREAK
AND RECREATE

TABLE TENNIS
BILLIARDS • TV ROOM • BOWLING
FOOSBALL • PINBALL

On Campus Convenience!

V.

NBC

----------3S

Drop your books . . . grab a ball,
a cue, a paddle, or a chair in
front of the TV.

^ C R E flT I^

ABSO LUTELY N O T ! A S IV L D

243-2733

SPECIAL OF THE DAY
1

OPEN
Afternoons & Evenings

BOWLING AT 3 GAMES
FOR $1.25 PER PERSON
DURING OPEN BOWLING

CAMPUS CLIPPER
CAMPUS BEAUTY SALON
WELCOMES U of M STUDENTS
HAIRCUTS (Precision razor or scissor)
PERMS (Body, Curly, Afro)
CONDITIONERS (Protein Pack)
—BEARD and MUSTACHE TRIM—
We specialize in the latest techniques
of perms and blow styling.
RK, ZOTOS and KMS Products Used Exclusively

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
CALL TODAY FOR AN APPOINTMENT

FOR MEN: 728-6774 C A M PU S C LIPPER 1227 H ELEN (N ext to Freddies)
FOR W OM EN: 542-2784 C A M P U S B E A U T Y S A L O N 1225 H ELEN

The committee has selected 13
finalists from that group.
He said he would be looking for
candidates who have a knowledge
of what is going on in ASUM
government and are prepared to
work hard.
A lot of people pay "lip service”
to the causes of student govern
ment, Jacobson said, but few are/
willing to put in the needed time
and energy.
He said he will also be looking
for students who can express
themselves well and might have
“something to give Central Board
— new, different ideas.”
Four of the five board members
who resigned were Students for
Justice, but Jacobson said he does
not know if that will influence him
to recommend other Students for
Justice to take their places.
The four Students for Justice
who resigned earlier thisyear were
Mike Dahlem, graduate student in
philosophy; Laureen France,
senior in political science; Bill
McRae, senior in philosophy, and
Carrie Horton, senior in art.
Larry Vicars, senior in political
science, also resigned his Central
Board seat.
The 13 finalists from which
Jacobson will select five are: Jim
Weinberg, junior in general
studies; Ron Stief, SFJ, junior in
philosophy; Steve Carey, SFJ,
junior in philosophy; Patrick Duffy,
junior in economics and political
science; Peter Karr, senior in
finance; Beth Willard, graduate
student in anthropology; Gary
Futral, SFJ, junior in journalism;

Darla Garbe, sophomore in
political science; Kris Karfanta,
senior in education; Brian Cook,
freshman in history; Ron Fifield,
junior in psychology; Bob
Tailfeathers, senior in sociology,
and Phil Whitehair, freshman in
psychology.
The other 24 applicants were:
Evan Clark, sophomore in accoun
ting; Steve Spaulding, junior in
business administration; Danny
Dutton, senior in history; Kevin
Hunt, junior in political science;
Ronald Skipper, sophomore in
botany; Chester Fiscus, junior in
education; Donald Smith, junior in
political science; Patrick Hossle,
senior in fo restry; Diana
Hedegaard, senior in botany; K.
Scott Hedegaard, senior in
political science, economics and
education; Melinda Matyas,
sophomore in English; Jim.Naye,'
sen io r in econom ics and
sociology; Lyle Posey, sophomore
in sociology and journalism, and
Susan Grebeldinger, sophomore
in political science.
Other applicants were: Brandley
Bakke, sophomore in business
administration; Jack Lucas, senior
in economics and political
science; Paul Meismer, freshman
in pre-law; Mardel Mehme, senior
in accounting; Marshall Allen,
sophomore in business; Scott
Waddell, sophomore in political
science and history; Leaf
Magnuson, sophomore in liberal
arts; Greg Beach, senior in
business finance; Mark Stermitz,
junior in political science, and
Thomas Jacobsen, senior in
philosophy and psychology.

MSU gives UM time saver
By NORM JOHNSON
Montana Kaimin Reporter

a couple of months some student
files, the financial aid file, an
accounting file and the payroll file
should be hooked up to the Query
program, he added.
To gain access to a file con
nected to the Query program,
permission from the department
head to which the file belongs is
required, Carter said. At present
only Sue Bertelli, personnel's
administrative officer, and Gordon
have access to the personnel file
connected to the Query program.
Carter expects only six to eight
more persons will gain access to
files with the Query program when
the other files are hooked up.
The Query program was created
a couple of years ago by Bill
Moore, a computer center
employee at MSU, Carter said.
Query was given to UM after a few
modifications were made so the
program would fit UM's computer,
he added.
Cater said that for UM to buy a
similar program would cost
around $15,000. Carter added that
another program might not be as
easy to use.

Montana State University’s gift
to the University of Montana this
summer is a time saver.
The gift is a computer program
called “Query."
Query allows the computer to
make its own program from basic
instructions given to it and then
answer that program, Hurrell
Carter, a programmer analyst in
charge of the Query program here,
said recently.
Instead of a programmer taking
four to eight hours to write a
program, a person unfamiliar with
computers can give the computer
some basic data about the infor
mation desired and the computer
will do everything else, probably
within an hour, Carter said.
Jerry Gordon, management
analyst for institutional research
and budget, said Query can cut
from 50 to 90 percent of the time
prevously required for filling out
basic report requests for informa
tion on things such as name
listings, enrollment averages,
salary projections and other
simple calculations.
At present the Query program is
If God did not exist, it would be
hooked up with a personnel file necessary to invent him.
only. Carter said. However, within
—Voltaire

lost and found
LOST: 2 yr. old female Malamute. She answers to
"Mush " REWARD. Please call 728-1630 or 5492000_____________________________ 1£4
FOUND: CALCULATOR 10/11. claim at 327
LeVausser Street._________ .
12-9
LOST: BLACK and white, male Shephard Collie with
Humboldt County tags. Lost near the UC. If found,
contact Luke's Bar and ask for Jeff or leave
message.__________________________ 12-4
LOST: GOLD cross pin in a pink case with “Connie"
engraved on it. Lost in Jesse parking lot. Sentimental value. REWARD. Connie. 5089.
12-4
FOUND: CHOKER type necklace on L.A. steps. Can
describe and claim in L.A. 422.__________ 12-4
LOST: NEAR Student Housing area, a black and
white female cat. Declawed. red collar, answers to
Toko. Reward. Call 728-9496.___________ .11-4
LOST: PAINTING from Missoula Public Library at
Rimini Court. Contact 728-6358, Christine Davenport.________________________
11-4
LOST: White hardcover book “Statistics for Modern
Business Decisions." Mike Powers, 243-2609.
________________________________

10-4

LOST: Seiko digital alarm watch between Rec
Annex and Law School 9-23-78. Silver/blue. Call
721-2515. Reward.___________________ 10-4
LOST: Woolen beige jacket. French Mark Hermes.
Has keys in the pocket. Has name sewn in the
back. Laura, 728-6705.____________
10-4
LOST: Brass turquoise and coral Indian earring.
Bird design. Reward! Call 728-1290.______ 10-4
LOST: Red notebook was taken from shelves in the
Book Store. Call Jim at 542-2792.________ 10-4
LOST IN 8-Ball: Down jacket, navy blue with shades
of lighter blue on the front. Keys and I.D. needed
badly. Return to Craig desk or call 243-4707.
Reward.____________________
10-4
LOST: Black female spade cat near Missoula
General Hospital. If whereabouts are known, dead
or alive, call 728-8342 or 549-0666._______ 13-4
LOST: Handmade green sweater with hood. If found
call 728-5246._______________________ 13-4
LOST: Green notebook left in bus. bldg.—terminal
area. Contains bus. notes (management & in
surance & risk) which I need immediately. If found
please call Barry at 728-5276.___________ 13-4
LOST: Blue and gold beaded Afghanistan bag with
braided cord in the parking lot near the fieldhouse.
REWARD. Please contact G. Ferguson at Sculp
ture Dept. In Art Annex. Lost Monday. 728-8771.
___________ 11-4
LOST: DORM keys on red key chain. 243-4125.251
Miller._____________________________14-4

FOUND: WALLET w/J. Campeau ID near Jesse Hall.
'243-2309.
14-4
I LOST a kitten Monday -in the Venture Center —
black & white stripes, white feet. 3-4 wks. old.
Please return her. 721-3253 or 728-6474.
14-4
LOST: RED & white flannel plaid shirt by River Bowl,
Monday. 728-2103.___________________ 14-4

personals

GARTH—Don't you have better things to do with
your time than read this trash?_____________
NJP—Will these dreams never cease? Is it that your
ghost still haunts the halls of Advanced Reporting.
boding III for the exhausted?______________
TIS A sad day. The King Is dead._____________
.WHO IS HRH King Dog?_____ _ J ______ .
WHO IS the heir-apparent to the canine throne? We
must find King Dog. Prove his blood. ______

SUGAR BEAR TRYOUTS Oct. 22.2:00p.m. Meeting
Oct. 18. 6:30 p.m. Practices Oct. 18-20. 7-9 p.m.
help wanted
U.M. Fieldhouse. Forms available at UC Informa-,
tlon desk.___________
12-4
ADDRESSERS WANTED IMMEDIATELY! Work at
NOV. 1 deadline for Winter qtr. in London or
home — no experience necessary — excellent
Avignon. Apply nowl 107 Main Hall, 243-2900.
pay. Write American Service. 8350 Park Lane.
;_____________ ____________________ 12-3
Suite 127, Dallas. TX 75231.____________ 124
WHAT THE hell Is EDUC. 002?___________ 11^5
OFFICE ADMINISTRATION AIDE: Work-study,
hours flexible, apply in LA 151, Geography
ALL YOU can eat Salad Bar—Weekday lunches and
Department No. 4302._________________ 11-6
Wed. night. $1.75 Pizza — Wed., Fri.. Sat. night —
High Mountain Cafe._________________ 13-4
BARTENDER WANTED: Day shifts or nite shifts
available. We normally hire part-time. Call 273UNPLANNED PREGNANCY Options—Call Marie at
9995 or apply In person Lolo Tavern._____ 10-4
728-3820. 728-3845 or 549-7721; or Mimi at 5497317._____________________________ 1^0
SUPPLY organic cosmetics. Beauty kit available.
728-7815. evenings 549-4878.
10-5
254 BEER
Noon-2 p.m., 8-9 p.m. $1.25 pitchers. The TAVERN,
HELP WANTED: The Montana Kaimin is now
2061 S. 10th W._____________________ 1-40
accepting applications for Fine Arts Editor for the
remainder of Fall Quarter. The job involves writing
KEG SPECIAL' $25.50 (16 gallon plus deposit)
and solicitating reviews of various campus and
Schlitz, Lucky or Tuborg on hand at the TAVERN,,
community arts. Some editing and lay-out of copy
2061 So. 10th W.____________ ________ 1-24
Involved. Background or extensive interest in a
EVER FLAG A BUS? IT WILL STOP FOR YOU! Vote
wide variety of art and entertainment as well as the
Cynthia White for Transportation Board. Paid for
ability to write interestingly and well. Deadline for
by Cynthia White for Transportation Board. 1805
applications Is Friday. Pick up applications in
Missoula Ave._______________________ 14-1
Jour 206.__________________________ 13-4
AVON — great holiday gift ideas at special low
EDITORIAL SECRETARY. WORK-STUDY in the
prices now! Call:
Kaimin offices working with clippings file. Apply
Leslie 243-6255 (Brantley)
in J206, interviews by appointment.______ 13-2
Marii 243-4719 (Jesse)
WORK
STUDY: reading lab assistant. Day and
Cheryl 243-4546 (Aber)
evening hours available. Apply room 8 Main Hall
Deanna 243-4525 (Knowles-Corbin)
or call 243-5415._____________________ 13-4
Univ opening —part-time earning opportunity for
energetic gall 728-1229.
14-2 21-1 17-1
ENTER THE exciting world of Health and Nutrition
— Excellent earnings — make your own hours.
SPRING QUARTER program in London & Avignon
Cell after 5. 721-3979._________________ 14-3
fill fast. Apply earty. Info, in 107 Main Hall. 14-3
NEEDED. PERSONS to provide temporary in-home
SUMMER INTERNSHIP — learn business sales
or out-of-home care for handicapped children or
techniques. Intern average $100-$500 monthly.
adults. For further Information call 542-0127.
Call 728-8610 for an appointment. Equal OpporRespite Services._________________
14-5
tunity Employer. M/F._________________ 14-3
UNUSUAL PRESENTS! Solid oak Kentucky
services
Whiskey barrel. 721-4899 late evenings.
14-4
_______ 11-5
WHAT THE hell is EDUC. 002?
REMEMBER WHEN your mom said your day would
go better if you ate a good breakfast? Mom was
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES! Send $1.00 for your 265page. mail order catalog of Collegiate Research.
right! OLD TOWN CAFE. 127 Alder, 7 a m.-2 p.m.
10,250 topics listed. Prompt Delivery Box 25907728-9742.__________________________ 14-4
B. Los Angeles. CA 90025. (213) 477-8226. 1-35
ONLY 50 seats still available ASUM Christmas
charter to New York. Purchase tickets in UC 105 o r. BIRTH FILMS Oct. 19. 7:30. Birth FairOct. 21.10-4.
Public Library — All welcomel____ _____ 14-1
Northwest Travel. $210 roundtrip. $100 deposit.
___________________________________ 14-3

RIDE NEEDED to Laramje or Cheyenne. Wyo.
Thanksgiving vacation. Will share expenses &
driving. Call Ose 243-4370._____________ 13-4
NEED RIDE to Bozeman on Nov. 3 for veterinary
aptitude test (VAT) 243-4756._____________ 13-4

PANASONIC STEREO component system for sale
Receiver, turntable, eight track, cassette, and reelto-reei tape deck. Four way speakers. Will sell as
one or separately. Call 728-4818 after 5:00. 14-2

f^lDE NEEDED to Spokane. Leave Fri., Oct. 20
around 2:00. Call 721-4799.____________ 13;4
RIDERS NEEDED to Salt Lake City and back,
leaving Nov. 22 and coming back on the 27th or
28th. Call Cody Smith at 728-2234._______ 12-4
RIDE NEEDED to Reno or Sacram. Leave around
23rd. Help pay for gas & driving if needed. Call
Ron In eve. Collect at 257-7562.
14-3
NEED RIDE for 1 or 2 to BilUpgs, share expenses,
can leave Friday afternoon Oct. 20, return Sunday.
Toni or Suzanne. 549-4231.__________
14-3
I NEED a ride — for my bed. I'm In Cutbank, the bed
is here. If you're headed my way. or to Great Falls,
and have a truck, call 761-5332 (after 3:30) in Great
Falls and maybe we can work something out.
___________________________________ 14-3

1964 CHEVY Belaire. Good condition. 721-3545.
5250. '_________ >_______■___________12-3
1965 CHEVY Impala rebuilt 350. 4 spd air shocks.
new tires 543-6835. See at 306 Fairvtew 11-6
1967 DODGE Maxi-van. Very goodmechanical
cond. $500. Visit 515 E.Pine first floor,
13-4
1970 YELLOW VW. new battery, new engine. 25,000
miles. 721-5484.
____________ 13.3
1947 DODGE 1’4 ton truck. Runs excellent, good
rubber. Needs clutch work. $400 549-4973.1951
Ford 4-door sedan. Needs engine work. $400 as is.
549-4973.__________
13-2
1978 PUCH Maxi Moped, excellent condition. ZHP
engine. 120 mpg $300 or best offerXall 777-3773
after 7 p.m.

for sale

for rent

FOUR EVOLUTION speakers $180 (will sell 2 or 4).
721-4083.
12-5
WOOD COOK stove $125. 549-4973._______ 13-2
AKAI Reel to reel. 721-3743._____________ 13-4
SANSUI 6060 stereo receiver — 40 watts/channel.
Sanyo TP 626 — Belt drive turntable with empire
cartridge. $325. Both under warranty. Ben 7211132.___________
13-2
'75 DATSUN 280Z, 4-speed, injected, red. cassette
■ tape player, alloy wheels, very clean. 543-4200 or
728-6446.______
8-10
HAWKINS 45 cal. Black Powder Rifle plus 20 gauge
shotgun barrel and accessories. $175. 728-2753.
__________ ___ ;_____________________14-3
TOP OF the line Teac A450 cassette deck, excell.
condition. $210. 726-2753.______
14-3

MALE STUDENTS rooms, four blocks from campus
Single — $112.00 per month. double'$180.00 per
month. Phone 728-0795 or 721-5554._____ 11-8

Bananality?
(High Times) — From hippies to
Hitler, the banana has long been
an object of desire,' delight and
fascination, according to J. J.
Kane in the High Times special
Banana Issue.
“Bananas have occupied a
prominent niche in our collective
sexual symbols system,” Kane
points out. "In England, ‘banana’ is
a colloquialism for dildo . . . The
old Negro expression ‘peel my
banana' actually means ‘how
about having sex with me?' . ..
Italian men are fond of ending
erotic anecdotes with ‘she sure
made my banana cream.’ ”
Lifelong banana aficionado
Adolph Hitler once planned an
invasion of South America — "the
banana blitz” — an idea that
collapsed along with the third
reich. “ It was doubtless that
aborted plot that prompted Han
nah Arendt to coin the phrase "the
bananality of evil," Kane opines.
No American craze ever caught
on with quite so much fervor as the
hippie-inspired Great Banana
Hoax, Kane notes. Even the
Bureau of N a rcotics and
Dangerous Drugs got caught up in
the banana tide. BNDD head John
Finlatortold High Times, “We took
30 pounds of bananas into the lab,
cooked, scraped and did
everything else the underground
newspapers told us to. But it was a
put on.”

TRASHY BLONDES I & II: There's a reason
California ain't here. Boredom in Missoula is San
Diego's style. Yea. are there brains in piaid and
kinks in them boots.—Spike_______________
SOUTH-SIDE KID — Agree?—Spike__________
JOGGERESS — Tomorrow and tomorrow and
tomorrow. —Lone Runner________________
RUNT—This is all happening, you understand,
because of the full moon. Sincerely. Cancer “I
hate a parade" the Crab__________________
McCABE—Readership surveys are due in this office
no later than Oct. 25. Avoid the Hallowe'en rush by
slapping that sucker into its envelope today! —
Mrs. Miller (P.S. A kiss to Fred.)____________
WOMBAT—Discreation is one thing; total obscurity
is another. Let us say only that your references of
late have been so veiled as to be swathed, and the
masses will not stand for it._______________

education
DANCE CLASSES, Elenita Brown, experienced
teacher enrolling now Missoula T & Th—pre
dance. Ballet/Character, Modern, Primitive, Jazz.
Spanish/Flamenco. 728-1683 or 1-777-5956.
- ______________

TWO MALE kittens, one black & one tiger-striped. 8
wks. old. 243-2822.___________ ;______ 14-23
GERMAN SHORTHAIR & Lab puppies. Call 7282753.
14-3

TRAVELING?

2210 Brooks
(Across from Ming's)

ravel In te r n a tio n a l"Specialists In Personal Service"

W e Have Lots of Free Travel Brochures
9 a.m.-8 p.m. Mon.-FrL, 9 a.m.-Noon Sat.—721-2444

WILL DO YOUR TYPING call 728-4824 except
Tuesday.
_______________________ 13-5
RUSH IBM Typing. Lynn 549-8074.
13-100
PROFESSIONAL TYPING service. 728-7025. 11-30
EXPERT TYPING, Doctorates and Masters. Mary
Wilson. 543-8515,
11-24
SECRETARIAL EXPERIENCE, electric, accurate.
542-2435.
7-15
THESIS TYPING service. 549-7958.________ 4-36
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Skateboards nixed
BOZEMAN (AP) — Montana
State University has decided to
outlaw skateboards.
A new regulation makes it illegal
to “ ride or otherwise operate a
skateboard upon any university
sidewalk, mall, parking lot, street
or within or on any universityowned building."
The regulation authorizes cam
pus police to issue a warning for a
first offense and traffic citations for
subsequent offenses. A third
offense can result in the student
facing disciplinary action and
having his skateboard confiscated.
Let me tell you a story ‘bout old
man atom and I- don’t mean the
Adam in the Bible, daddum. I don't
mean the Adam that Miss Eve
mated; I mean that thing that
science liberated. Einstein says
he’s scared. If he’s scared, I’m
scared.
-—Talking Atom Blues

J fre e a n il
“P i z z a
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If our special bite-free
pipe tobacco doesn’t
make you happy, then
forget about pipe smok
ing. Come in and ask for
“Hint of Marashino."
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Free sample pipeful.
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pipe shoppe
136 E. Broadway—549-2181
THE BELL II
iouthgate Mail—728-2781
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pets to give away

ALWAYS MAKE RESERVATIONS EARLY
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Fisher . . .____
• Cont. from p. 1.
managers and full-time personnel
at North Texas State University.
Also, Fisher's resume shows that
she supervised an ice-cream
parlor, deli restaurant and catering
department at Oklahoma State
University. Fisher, in addition, has
a bachelor's degree in institutional
food management from North Texas.
Jim Adams, pro d u ctio n
manager of the University Center
food service, testified before the
committee that he was unaware of
any major opportunities Aubert
had to manage or supervise per
sonnel.
Piquette wrote in his decision to
hire Aubert that Aubert has "total

experience
in
personnel
management. ..
Piquette said yesterday that he
has no comment on the ruling
because he considers it a “private,
personnel matter."
Lynda Brown, equal employ
ment opportunity officer, said last
week that if the committee ruled in
Fisher's favor, the university ad

$20,000 bond
posted for pot
TOWNSEND (AP) — A Califor
nia man charged in connection
with the seizure last Thursday of

B uilding_____
• Cont. from p. 1.
Scott Alexander, senior in jour
nalism and chairman of the com
mittee, looked in his minutes of a
meeting with Bowers and said it
was agreed that the money would
be frozen until the university
received an allocation from the
Legislature.
According to Alexander, the
Legislature funded the science
building, but not an underground
classroom.
The committee gave Bowers the
$200,000 with the understanding
that it would be used in the hope
the Legislature would match the
money or fully fund the un
derground classroom, Alexander
said.
Alexander said the money was to
be returned to the building fee
fund should the Legislature not
appropriate the extra money, or if it
funded the entire amount.
However, a financial summary
given to committee members by
Douglas showed that $11,443 of
the supposedly frozen fund has
been spent.
"I don't think they’re (the ad
ministrators) shooting straight
with us," Richards said.
Alexander said he was tempted
to ask that the money be returned.
to the university building fund.
Alexander also told the com
mittee that building fees were
under careful scrutiny by the
Legislative Interim Finance Com
mittee.
Alexander was referring to a
meeting where the committee
heard a report from Judy Rippingale, assistant to Legislative

ministration would have to meet
with her to reach a settlement.
Fisher said Monday she is plan
ning to ask for a $16,000 settle
ment. She arrived at this figure, she
said, after determining the
difference between her current
secretarial salary and what she
would have gotten if she was hired
and kept the job for four years.

Fiscal Analyst John LaFaver. The
report recommended that the
Legislature examine the use of
building fees before it makes an
allocation to the University System
in the 1979 legislative session.
"We want to keep them (building
fee expenditures) in the wings, so
the Legislature doesn’t think we’re
spending the money," Alexander
said.
Douglas said that Rep. Francis
Bardanouve, D-Harlem, looked
into the audience at the finance
committee meeting Sept. 23 and
said, “ 'I remind you not to go
home and spend all that (building
fee) money.’ ”
But Douglas said the expenses
the building fees are used for
"don’t become unnecessary
because we are told not to spend
the money."
In other business, the committee
voted to reserve $50,000 for
finishing construction of the law
school addition. Robert Sullivan,
law school dean and a member of
the committee, said he hoped he
could get the money from a grant
and would not have to use the
building fee money.
The committee also agreed to
seek more information on a
number of proposed expenditures
from the building fees.
Included In that list are:
• $30,000 for the Physical Plant.
• $20,000 for Instructional
Materials Service renovation.
• $35,000 to buy a house on
Keith Avenue.
• $18,000 to move the library
archives.

800 pounds of alleged marijuana is
free on $20,000 cash bond, which
he posted late Monday.

A third man, John Oberlinter, 21,
of Montana, remains in custody on
the same charges in lieu of $20,000
bond.
Authorities say they believe
Diamonds, after failing to appear
for a hearing Monday, headed for
Canada. Diamonds is charged
only with conspiracy.

HARVEST MOON rises over Main Hall.

(Staff photo by Arnold Halvorson.)

Join the flock at Joseph’s Coat

WEAVING • KNITTING • SPINNING

Joseph’s Coat

S U P P LIE S & LESSO N S

131 West Main (upstairs)
549-1419

MARGARET SLOAN
FOUNDER: National Feminist Organization

A Lecture On

“Sexism and Racism in
America Today”

Oct. 18th—8:00 p.m.—FREE
University Center Ballroom

said Harding, a country school
teacher, had been sexually
assaulted and was the victim of a
"savage beating."
Defense attorneys Barney
Reagan of Cut Bank and Charles
Jacobson of Conrad say they will
file an appeal before the U.S.
In sentencing McKenzie, Coder
Supreme Court next week.
denied defense motions to stay the
Coder twice set sentencing
execution to allow an appeal.
dates in 1977, but the execution
McKenzie was convicted in 1975 was stayed each time — once
of the January 1974 rape-slaying when the U.S. Supreme Court
of Lana Harding in rural Pondera ordered the judge to review Mon
County near Conrad. Prosecutors tana's capital punishment law.

GREAT FALLS (AP) — District
Judge H. William Coder Tuesday
set Dec. 12 as the day convicted
killer Duncan Peder McKenzie will
hang, but McKenzie's attorneys
have planned a last-ditch appeal to
the U.S. Supreme Court.

A n o t h e r man, Edwar d
Diamonds, Edmonton, Alberta,
charged in the case remains at
large after he posted $7,500 cash
bond, then apparently jumped bail.
Felix Moore, 39, Van Nuys,
Calif., was freed after his attorneys
delivered the $20,000 in cash. He is
to be arraigned Friday in district
court on charges of possession of
a dangerous drug with intent to sell
and of conspiracy.

ASUM Programming
and
Women’s Resource Center
presents

FOUNDING EDITOR: MS. magazine

McKenzie sentenced
to hang in December
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